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Back To School Shopping: K-12 - US - 2024

This report looks at the following areas:

• The impact of inflation and economic pressures
on back to school shopping in the K-12 segment
• Parents' back to school shopping participation,
approach and behaviors
• Back to school shopping timeframe
• Attitudes and influences toward back to school
shopping

Overview

Despite economic pressures like inflation, parents continue to prioritize school-related
purchases as essential. More than 80% of parents shopped for K-12 students, pushing planned
spending to a record-high $41.5 billion last year.

In light of financial strains, parents have doubled down on their pursuit of value, with cost
savings taking center stage in today's economic climate. This has amplified the appeal of
discounts, sales events and everyday low prices as key drivers of the season. Nonetheless,
financial considerations are not the sole component of value; parents are also aiming for a
well-rounded sense of value that encompasses quality, convenience, and premium offerings.
Amid heightened parental stress, retailers and brands that emphasize both affordability
and ease will particularly resonate.

In addition to value concerns, parents also cherish meaningful experiences; more than
75% regard back to school shopping as an opportunity for familial bonding and a boost to
their children's self-esteem, presenting retailers with a chance to deepen emotional ties.
As financial pressures subside, the spotlight will continue to shine on children, with Generation
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Alpha exerting its influence and parents rededicating themselves to quality and equipping
their kids for a successful school year.
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Report Content

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• What you need to know

• Consumer trends: key takeaways

• Back to school K-12 market size overview

• Market predictions

• Opportunities

CONSUMER INSIGHTS

Consumer fast facts

Back to school shoppers by the numbers

• Nearly 58 million K-12 students are enrolled in school

• Most parents are Millennials

- Graph 1: parents of children under age 18, by generation, 2023

- Graph 2: Millennial parents, Younger versus Older Millennials, 2023

• Parents are juggling work and family responsibilities…

- Graph 3: parents' employment status, 2023

• …and are still gaining financial stability

- Graph 4: parents' household income, 2023

- Graph 5: parents' household financial situation, 2023

• US families are becoming increasingly diverse

- Graph 6: percent of households with related children under 18 in the household, by race and Hispanic origin, 2022

Back to school shopping participation

• 82% of parents shopped back to school for K-12 in 2023

- Graph 7: back to school shopping participation, 2023-24 school year, 2023

• Generational shifts in the back to school market begin to take shape

- Graph 8: back to school shopping participation, by parents' generation, 2023-24 school year, 2023

• Help young parents build community and gain confidence

• Educational milestones are worthy of acknowledgement

- Graph 9: upcoming educational milestones during the 2024-25 school year, by generation of parent, 2023

• Milestone messaging will personalize the experience

Back to school shopping approach

• The cost of living crisis fuels additional spending as back to school shopping remains essential
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- Graph 10: back to school shopping approach for the 2023-24 school year, 2023

• Lower-income households face more difficult choices

- Graph 11: back to school shopping approach for the 2023-24 school year, by household income, 2023

• Thoughtful pricing strategies allow retailers to target consumers where they are on budget

• L.L. Bean and Hanna Andersson promote longevity

• Moms take a more conservative approach than dads

- Graph 12: back to school shopping approach for the 2023-24 school year, by gender of parent, 2023

• Cultural perspectives and family values inform shopping behaviors

- Graph 13: back to school shopping approach for the 2023-24 school year, by race and Hispanic origin, 2023

• Forge authentic relationships with multicultural parents

• Partnerships and collaborations can foster authentic representation

Shopping timeframe

• Most parents plan ahead and shop early

- Graph 14: back to school shopping timeframe for K-12, 2023

• A norm will be re-established as market conditions stabilize

- Graph 15: year-over-year comparison of back to school shopping timeframe, 2022 versus 2023

• Summer isn't too early for parents to start planning and shopping

- Graph 16: attitudes toward back to school shopping timeframe, 2023

• Inflation has shifted more purchases to big summer sales events

- Graph 17: year-over-year comparison, attitudes toward back to school shopping timeframe, 2022 versus 2023

• "Big three" retailers offer summer savings on school essentials

• Less experienced parents need more time to plan

- Graph 18: attitudes toward last minute shopping, by generation, 2023

- Graph 19: back to school shopping timeframe, by generation, 2023

• Convenient shopping options ease the burden on busy parents

• Lower-income parents stretch purchases over the season

- Graph 20: attitudes toward back to school shopping timeframe, by household income, 2023

- Graph 21: "When do you typically do most of your back to school shopping for K-12?", 2023

• Opportunity for additional touchpoints

• Target promotes school restock in January

Retailers shopped

• "Big three retailers" continue to win back to school season

- Graph 22: retailers shopped, 2023-24 school year

• How can the "big three" keep gaining momentum?

• Most parents diversify purchases at multiple retailers

- Graph 23: repertoire analysis of retailers shopped for back to school, 2023-24 school year, 2023

• Value retailers continue to gain an edge amid inflation
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- Graph 24: year over year comparison of retailers shopped, 2019-23

• Everyday low prices lend a much-needed assist

- Graph 25: value retailers shopped, race and Hispanic origin, 2023-24 school year

- Graph 26: value retailers shopped, by household financial position, 2023-24 school year

• Specialty apparel retailers make emotional connections surrounding identity

• Specialty brands satisfy parents with kids-appropriate messaging

• Not all specialty retailers are gaining share in the back to school market

- Graph 27: year over year comparison of retailers shopped, 2019-23

• Retailers mustn't forget the role dads play

- Graph 28: select retailers shopped, by gender of parent, 2023-24 school year, 2023

• Millennials parents hold influence now; Gen Z will be up for grabs in the future

- Graph 29: retailers shopped, by generation of parent, 2023-24 school year, 2023

Shopping methods

• Omnichannel boosts both in-store and online shopping habits

- Graph 30: back to school shopping method, 2023-24 school year, 2023

- Graph 31: year-over-year comparison of back to school shopping method, 2019-23

• eCommerce skews higher-income

- Graph 32: shopping method by household income, 2023-24 school year

• Parents find ease in online shopping options

• Mobile retailing fuels back to school ecommerce growth

- Graph 33: devices used for online shopping, 2023-24 school year, 2023

- Graph 34: year-over-year comparison, online shopping - desktop versus mobile device, 2023

• Boost convenience with AI-powered back to school shopping assistants

• Mobile retailing will also evolve the in-store experience

• Gamified concepts encourage families to explore together

Back to school purchases

• Parents have a large amount of items to buy each school year

- Graph 35: items purchased for the 2023-24 school year and planned purchases for the 2024-25 school year, 2023

• Apparel is the most widely purchased category; rises among teen girls

- Graph 36: planned apparel purchases for the 2024-25 school year, by age and gender of child, 2023

• School supply needs evolve with the curriculum

- Graph 37: planned purchases of school essentials for the 2024-25 school year, by age of child, 2023

• Shifting dynamics make an impact in key categories

• Address differing needs in key categories like electronics

• Economic pressures impact spending on extracurricular activities

- Graph 38: purchases for extracurricular activities, bought for 2023-24 versus planned to buy for 2024-25, by household

income, 2023
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• Moms and dads each have a role to play

- Graph 39: planned purchases of school supplies, 2024-25 school year, by gender of parent, 2023

• Position benefits that help parents plan their school routine

Shopping behaviors

• Inflation has fueled budget-conscious behaviors

- Graph 40: back to school shopping behaviors, 2023

• Discounts and deals add value during an essential shopping season

• Tax-free holidays help parents layer on savings

• Moms are especially price-sensitive and budget-conscious

- Graph 41: back to school shopping behaviors, by gender of parent, 2023

• Budget-focused behaviors transcend financial health

- Graph 42: back to school shopping behaviors, by household financial position, 2023

• Single parents are in need of an assist

- Graph 43: select shopping behaviors, by family structure, 2023

• BNPL offers an opportunity, but not all parents see the value

- Graph 44: usage of BNPL services to purchase school items, by key demographics, 2023

• Walmart expands BNPL to self-checkout

• Younger parents embrace circular shopping methods

- Graph 45: use of alternative shopping options for back to school purchases, by generation of parent, 2023

Shopping influences

• Parents are influenced from a variety of sources…

• …but kids come first

- Graph 46: back to school shopping influences, 2023

• Kids are indirectly flexing their purchasing power

• Consider safe shopping options for older kids and teens

• Digitally-native parents seek inspiration from online media

- Graph 47: back to school influences – media, by generation of parent, 2023

• Schools and teachers set the tone for the season

• Parents seek a balance between savings and brand loyalty…

- Graph 48: year-over-year comparison, promotions and coupons and brand familiarity, 2019-23

• …but savings remain essential for lower-income families

- Graph 49: select back to school shopping influences, by household income, 2023

Attitudes toward back to school shopping

• Back to school shopping is more stressful than ever

- Graph 50: attitudes toward back to school shopping stress, 2019-2023

• Positive perspectives help combat stress
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• Brands help parents combat stress

• Economic pressures are a big driver of stress

• Convenience is critical for parents

• The school season is also a time of positive emotions

• Personal circumstances inform how parents approach value

- Graph 51: attitudes toward value, by household financial situation, 2023

• Parents also care about sustainability

• Terracycle connects recycling rewards with school charities

• Millennial parents embrace new approaches

- Graph 52: select attitudes toward back to school shopping, by generation of parents, 2023

• Meet dads where they are on convenience

- Graph 53: select attitudes toward back to school shopping, by gender of parent, 2023

• Instacart promotes both convenience and emotional resonance

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES

Marketing and advertising

• DoorDash has parents covered on convenience

• DoorDash adds levity to a stressful season

• Abercrombie Kids connects clothing with milestones and identity

• Lifestyle solutions for kids

• Claire's docu-series supports wellbeing and self-esteem

• "Dear Claire" series dives into self-love

Opportunities

THE MARKET

Market context

• Economic indicators trend positive

Market drivers

• Annual inflation unexpectedly rose in December, but still sits at its lowest levels in over two years

- Graph 54: headline CPI, core CPI, and shelter CPI, 2021-23

• Consumer confidence is at its highest point in over two years

- Graph 55: consumer sentiment index, 2021-24

• How will the economy impact the upcoming back to school season?

• There will be fewer school age kids in the market as households with children shrink

- Graph 56: households, by presence of own children, 2011-21
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• New technologies add efficiency and convenience

Market size and forecast

• Planned back to school spending reaches new heights

- Graph 57: consumer's planned back to school (K-12) spending, in current dollars, 2018-23

• Planned back to school spending for K-12

• Long-term trends reflect broader investment in school purchases

- Graph 58: consumer's planned back to school (K-12) spending, in current dollars, 2007-23

• Back to school market expected to remain strong

• Average household spending continues to balloon

- Graph 59: per household planned back to school (K-12) spending, in current dollars, 2018-23

Market segmentation

• Growth across categories

- Graph 60: consumers' planned back to school (K-12) spending, by category, 2018-23

• Planned back to school (K-12) spending, by category

• Electronics now consistently makes up the largest share of K-12 spending

- Graph 61: distribution of consumers' planned back to school (K-12) spending, by category, 2018-23

• Long-term trends signals shifts in how students learn

- Graph 62: back to school (K-12) electronics spending, 2007-23

APPENDIX

• Market definition

• Consumer research methodology

• Generations

• Abbreviations and terms

• Fluctuating market conditions have shifted where parents shop

- Graph 63: year over year comparison of retailers shopped, 2019-23

• Purchases trend highest amongst parents with teens

- Graph 64: planned purchases for the 2024-25 school year, by age and gender of child, 2023
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